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Modelling EEG responses with the audio signal: a methodological investigation
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Introduction
Recent studies in the neurobiology of language have analysed EEG responses with regard to
text specific features [Brennan and Hale, 2019, Weissbart et al., 2019]. In the current project,
we present an approach to increase the level of granularity in the modelling of EEG responses
from one word at a time to extracted audio features
The present study is focusing on rhythm perception and in specific in the mechanism for
beat extraction as outlined by [Kotz et al., 2018].

We next quantised the theobeat and the control feature spectral centroid into binary values by
assigning a 1 to the top 20% values and a 0 to the rest, in order to define EEG analysis epochs.

Power spectrum analysis. Poems plotted in yellow and stories in blue.
Theobeat SMA and posterior control area

Audio features beat vs. control within one second in continuous [left] and discrete
[right] fashion.

Spectral centroid SMA and posterior control area

Figure 3: Continuous features theobeat (in red) and spectral centroid (in black).

Figure 1: The rhythm network; beat extraction takes place in 6, SMA.

Analysis. We created epochs based on the quantised
theobeat feature. We then used MNE python to run
power spectrum density analysis and plotted the results.

Figure 6: Power spectrum density within 1-50Hz.

Methods
Extracting audio features. We applied audio content analysis algorithms on the speech signal of poems and stories, as previously devised for and applied to music signal [Lykartsis and
Weinzierl, 2015]. Based on beat histogram functions, the algorithm outputs continuous data for
5 audio features:
1. Spectral Flux (related to duration)
2. Spectral Flatness
3. RMS Energy (related to loudness)
4. Pitch (F0)
5. Spectral Centroid.
Motivated by phonological theory [Laver and John, 1994] we composed one extra feature
(named theoretical beat, short theobeat) by combining Spectral Flux, RMS Energy, and
Pitch in a linear fashion and equal proportions (1/3 each).

Summary and Discussion
Design. 2x2x2 Rhythm (regular vs. irregular) x Feature
(theobeat vs. control) x ROI (SMA vs. posterior control
area)

• Topomaps: very similar activation maps for poems and stories.

Figure 4: ROIs SMA (lilac) and posterior control area (grey).

Results
All figures correspond to single subject analysis on one data set.
Frequency domain. Time window -1 to 1 seconds.
Theobeat for Poems

Theobeat composition with [left] normalized Z-scores, [right] Z-scores normalized
between 0 and 1 (for clearer visualisation).

• Frequency domain: differences in the power spectrum density (psd) between poems and
stories. These differences were more pronounced in the beta band.
• Time-frequency domain: no meaningful plots could be produced in the current analysis.
We speculate that this resulted from the events of theobeat and control highly overlapping in
frames and within the estimated time window of the analysis.
This approach is the first to model the EEG responses to naturalistic speech comprehension
based on automatically extracted audio features. Challenges lie in the modelling of the EEG
data, partially due to the richness of the audio features in combination with the currently available methods for EEG data analysis. We believe that the key to progress this analysis is a
meaningful abstraction of the audio signal features to match the input of current methods.
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Figure 2: Linear combination creating the feature theobeat.

Figure 5: Activity in the different frequency bands for theobeat.
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